
User Friendly Security for the Convention Center of All Seasons
200+ cameras managed by NUUO Hybrid NDVR at Colorado Convention Center.

Colorado Convertion Center needs a convenient and 
user friendly surveillance system
The Colorado Convention Center is one of the most practical and "user 
friendly" meeting facilities ever built. Its security system is also required to 
be powerful but convenient and “user friendly.” At this community center, 
more than 100 professional meeting planners worked with the architects to 
design every aspect of the building. The result is a simple, sensible, 
state-of-the-art facility with easy traffic flow beautiful building in the heart of 
exciting downtown Denver. The center decides to upgrade its original 
surveillance system with NUUO hybrid surveillance system. So, the new 
multi-functional IP cameras can join its original analog system.

NUUO Hybrid solution integrates analog with IP cameras
The exhibit level offers 584,000 square feet of contiguous space that can be 
divided into six individual halls. There are 63 meeting rooms, totaling 
100,000 square feet, all on one level. A total of 85,000 square feet of hotel 
quality ballroom space is also available. A 35,000 square foot ballroom that 
is divisible in half or thirds, and a 50,000 square foot ballroom that is 
divisible into eighteen individual meeting rooms or literally hundreds of 
possible
configurations. In additional, a 5,000 seat theatre designed and a new Light 
Rail Train Station located under the attached 1,000 space parking garage 
are both included in this gigantic convention facility. 

Integrating I/O access control system and reducing the 
workload of security guards
Adding NUUO Hybrid system allows the center to manage 200+ Cameras 
including IP and analog cameras simultaneously. Analytics capabilities 
effectively reduce security jobs. The system also integrates I/O functions 
with a DSX access control system covering 150 Doors 6 gates. Thanks to 
NUUO Hybrid surveillance system, Denver residences and visitors can 
enjoy the entertainment and shows in a safe and protected environment. 
Visao Inc., the company who provides this system to the center states,
“We have structured our entire business plan around NUUO technology, we 
see NUUO as a technology partner! NUUO has some excellent technology 
and we like the people at NUUO.”
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